
David
on 5 - he conducts
on 9 - he drops baton
*******************
on 69 - gets baton back 
on his left
on 73 - resumes 
conducting

“A”
on 13 - catches baton
on 19 - passes baton 
to their left to “B”

“B” 
on 21- gets baton on 
their right
on 27 - passes baton 
to their left to “C”

“C”
on 29 - gets a wooden 
spoon on their right
on 35 - passes spoon 
up to “D”

“D”
on 37 - reaches down to get 
a drum stick
on 43 - passes drum stick 
to their left to “E”
*************************
on 53 - gets stick back from 
their left from “E”
on 59 - passes stick to their 
right to “F” 

“E”
on 45 - gets drum stick 
on their right from “D”
on 51 - passes stick to 
their right, back to “D”

“F” 
61 - gets a magic wand 
or bass drum mallet on 
their left
on 67 - passes object to 
their right to David

Prep: 1,2,3,4 - the first 4 clicks on click track.

1st shot:
5,6,7,8
9,10,11,12

13,14,15,16
17,18,19,20

21,22,23,24
25,26,27,28

29,30,31,32
33,34,35,36

1st shot:
37,38,39,40
41,42,43,44

45,46,47,48
49,50,51,52

61,62,63,64
65,66,67,68

last shot:
69,70,71,72
73,74,75,76

2nd shot:
53,54,55,56
57,58,59,60

This is The_dropped_baton_routine.graffle

Synopsis:
David conducts, but drops baton
“A” catches baton and passes it to “B”
“B” passes baton to “C”
“C” receives a wooden spoon (not a baton), but passes on up to “D”
“D” reaches down to pick up the object, but it is now a drum stick. “D” passes it to “E”
“E” gets the drum stick and passes it back to “D”
“D” passes the drum stick to “F”
“F” gets either a magic wand (or a bass drum mallet or a turkey baster) and passes it to David.
David gets back his baton and resumes conducting.


